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NOTE: Circle the correct answer for True/False and Multiple Choice questions. Fill in the blanks otherwise...

1. True / False - You may tie your horse to arena fence or hark them at the arena. - HH 42
2. True / False - Foot troubles and the necessity for shoeing are largely man-made. - HH 47
3. True / False - The toe strikes the ground slightly before the heel and frog. - HH 48
4. True / False - The closer you stand to a horse, the less likely you will be kicked. - HH 51
5. True / False - When running the pole pattern, if your horse knocks over two poles, but you stop them from falling with your hand, you will not be penalized. - RB 40
6. True / False - It is not considered a broken pattern if you run the wrong pattern, but fix your error before crossing the finish line. - RB 39
7. True / False - You can do a running start in both the Figure Eight Stake Race and the Quadrangle event. - RB 42
8. True / False - In the Stake Race, it is okay to touch the stake (pole) to keep it from falling over. - RB 42
9. A seven-and-one-half-minute period in a polo game: - HH 40
   a. Chukker
   b. Gymkhana
   c. Remuda
   d. Laminae
10. A horse with little training: - HH 40
    a. Combination horse
    b. Five-gaited horse
    c. Green horse
    d. Walk-trot horse
11. A horse ridden to a hunt meet: - HH 40
    a. Combination horse
    b. Hack
    c. Remuda
    d. Green Horse
12. A collection of saddle horses: - HH 40
    a. Chukker
    b. Herd
    c. Hack
    d. Remuda
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13. Cocked ankles can be helped or corrected by: - HH 49
   a. Trimming the outer half of the foot
   b. Trimming the inner half of the foot
   c. Keeping the toes shortened
   d. Lowering the heels

14. Close at heels: - HH 49
   a. Splayfoot
   b. Cocked Ankles
   c. Contracted Heels
   d. Quarter Crack

15. An actual infection of the sensitive portions of the hoof that gains access through cracks in the white line on
the sole: - HH 50
   a. Ringbone
   b. Corns
   c. Cracks
   d. Gravel

16. In Pole Bending, the poles are set __________ feet apart. - RB 39
   a. 19
   b. 20
   c. 21
   d. 22

17. Identify this part of the bottom of the hoof:__________________________ - HH 48
   a. Bar
   b. Heel
   c. Quarter
   d. Sole
18. Identify this part of the bottom of the hoof:__________________________ - HH 48

a. Sole  
b. Quarter  
c. Toe  
d. Bar

19. Identify this part of the bottom of the hoof:__________________________ - HH 48

a. Bar  
b. Toe  
c. Quarter  
d. Sole
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20. Identify this part of the bottom of the hoof:__________________________ - HH 48

21. Advanced training and exercise of the horse is __________. - HH 40

22. In showmanship, the pattern should be designed to test the exhibitor's ability to present a horse to __________. - HH 44

23. In showmanship, lead from the __________ side of your horse. - HH 45

24. A __________ is a course file used to level the wall of the hoof. - HH 47

25. What are the three main functions of the hoof? __________
_________________________________________________ - HH 48

26. The foot and leg are engineered to minimize __________ and road concussion. - HH 48

27. On long rides, dismount and lead for __________ minutes each hour. - HH 53

28. In Keyhole, there is a __________ second penalty per foot imposed when the horse steps on or over any white line marking the keyhole. - RB 40

29. In the Flag Race, a __________ second penalty is given if the flag is touching the side of the bucket. - RB 42

30. Identify this part of the lower leg:__________________________ - HH 49
31. Identify this part of the lower leg:_________________________ - HH 49

32. In the barrel pattern, the distance between barrel 1 and barrel 2 is _______ feet, and the distance between barrels 2 and 3 is _______ feet - RB 40

33. When running the Scurry pattern, if you start up the left side you must finish on the __________, and if you start on the right side, you must finish on the __________ - RB 41

34. The Figure Eight Stake Race consists of _______ stakes (poles) that are set _______ feet apart. - RB 42

35. The start and finish line to the Figure Eight Stake Race is at the __________ of the pattern. - RB 42